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Stop Press!
We are planning to run a free ceilidh on

Sunday 3rd November at St Peter’s Church Hall.

This is a joint venture with Westbury. Timing 2-

4pm. Barbara Savill will MC/Call

The hope is to raise awareness of SCD and

maybe even recruit new dancers.

We also have recruiting posters created by

Maggie Keeshan as part of a joint initiative with

the Westbury Scottish Club. To spread the word,

please obtain copies from either Caroline or me.

“Let’s get Bristol dancing!” Maggie Kirkup
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dance we are taught, at least one or two more

will have been prepared. The committee have

expressed their gratitude to all our teachers for

their work, and I am delighted that they have

all agreed to continue next year.

Following the assessment of venues for the

class and the decision to stay at St Monica’s we

have resolved the problem of floor cleaning. It

does mean that the floor needs to be cleaned

both before and after the class, and any offers

of help in this chore would be gratefully

received.

One of our concerns last year was that there

were not enough beginners to hold a separate

beginner’s class. This obviously caused difficulty

for the teachers trying to integrate complete

beginners and experienced dancers. We would

love to be able to have a beginners’ class but

need everyone to encourage people to come.

Maggie Keeshan has kindly designed a flyer for

distribution, promoting Scottish dancing in

Bristol either at RSCDS or Westbury. We are

also in discussion with Westbury about holding a

joint family ceilidh in the late Autumn to try to

attract new dancers. Alan Pinder does a great

job in managing the RSCDS Bristol website and

is in the process of updating it, again hoping to

appeal to new dancers.

The year has been overshadowed by

unexpected loss, especially of Catherine

Whybrow, and John Miles. Sadly Judy Jones had

been ill for some time before her untimely death

and had not danced with us recently. Catherine

was an enthusiastic member of the committee

whose contributions were much appreciated.

Margaret Pinder has generously assumed the

catering responsibilities until the AGM. John

Miles looked after us so well, and the one

consolation of cleaning the floor before the class

was to hear John play the grand piano in the

hall!

Our remit as a charity is to promote and

teach Scottish Country dancing. During this year

Fiona Grant has organised a teaching day for

dancing teachers from the South West and

South Wales supported by our branch which

was a great success, and it is hoped that this

will be repeated. Fiona is also organising Unit 2

and 3 teaching certificate qualification, again

supported by our branch for those interested in

South West England and South Wales. This will

take place in the Autumn.

Alison Lunt

Secretary's Annual Report 2018-
2019

RSCDS Bristol continues in good health. We

currently have 81 members of whom 4 are life

members. We continue to dance on Thursday

evenings at St. Monica Trust Oatley Hall.

In the summer of 2018 the committee

circulated a questionnaire to members

requesting views on the class format and

teaching. There were 33 responses, with, as

may be imagined, a variety of views. The

Committee reviewed these at a special meeting

in July.

The format trialled in 2018 was not greatly

popular. Dancers wanted a return to previous

timings with one teacher taking the whole class.

They also wanted:

 a set interval time when they could

socialise

 a variety of dances with some easier, some

more advanced and the possibility of repeated

dances to create a group of ‘core dances’

 fewer walkthroughs of easier dances –

more demonstration and dancing of 8 bar

phrases

 no difficult dances later in the evening

 more concentration on niceties of dancing –

covering, handing, timing, phrasing, etc

 more technique and concentrated teaching

of formations etc

 less technique

 a reversal of a perceived slide to

intermediate level of the class as a whole by

teaching more advanced dancing and lesser

known formations

The decision was taken to revert to a 7.30

start for the evening. The teachers now teach in

rotation for 4-6 week blocks taking the whole

evening. This suits the teachers and dancers

better as the teachers can plan a pattern for the

evening incorporating the different elements,

varying as necessary dependent on the dancers

attending.

All dancers agreed on the importance of

beginners to the group but the difficulty is in

attracting and retaining them. Also how to

structure the class to accommodate them

without alienating more experienced dancers.

We do not presently have a beginners’ class

but beginners are welcomed into the main class

and the teacher does some step practice – good

for all of us! – and incorporates technique into

the teaching of dances. We would dearly love

to have enough beginners to have a class for
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them and we have teachers willing to take such

a class but have not had the interest shown.

The committee agreed it would be possible to

put on a 6 week beginners class if we have the

interest.

Please note one point that came out of the

questionnaire - no-one was willing to offer to

manage squash and most were not bothered if

it was there or not so the decision was taken to

stop providing it so please bring your own water

container (something I always forget but am

trying to take my ‘chilly ‘ bottle with me now!)

You should rehydrate.

To tackle the ‘lack of beginners’ issue, over

the last month or so we have been preparing, in

alliance with Westbury Scottish, a poster which

can be put in local venues or taken by dancers

to any event or activity where they think there

might be interest (climate change protests?) to

try to drum up support. These will be printed

shortly so if you have somewhere you could

take some please let me or Maggie Kirkup

know. Our other difficulty with beginners is the

perennial one of a space to hold a class. We

haven’t been able to find a separate hall and

indeed that is not the preferred solution of most

of the group as they feel it would be better to

have beginners on site. There may be

possibilities within St. Monica’s which we will

investigate should there be new dancers in the

autumn.

Our dancing programme has followed the

usual pattern:

The New Season Dance, held in October was

immensely successful – we welcomed Marian

Anderson and Max Ketchin as our musicians and

as expected they were a very popular draw for

dancers. Our MC for the evening was Alan Cottle

Our Day School in November was also

successful. The irrepressible Janet Johnston

came to teach with her usual humour and

interesting selection of dances. Music was

provided by Judith Muir and after a supper of

tasty soups rolls and cheese provided by

Margaret Pinder, Judith was joined by her

husband Ian and the Craigellachie band for an

evening dance under the friendly guidance of

Graham as MC when the wonderful music made

dancers forget their tired feet and dance the

night away.

The Newcomers Dance in February, always

one of the highlights of our year, was again a

sell out occasion. Strathallen played for us and

Maggie Kirkup was MC. A band to definitely get

the toes tapping, all dancers seemed to be

having fun despite a bit of scrambling behind

the scenes on the catering front which was

happily resolved without most people being

aware! This was due to our having to cancel a

Thursday evening’s dancing due to snow (!) and

thus we missed our usual preliminary checks

which would have highlighted the issue. Ah well

we are all human.

The Summer Dance is often a bit difficult as

dancers have other places to be, other fish to

fry, but this year we welcomed Scott Band and

his band from Scotland so we did try to

advertise as widely as possible so that dancers

would have the opportunity to hear a Scottish

band. They were late turning up (causing our

Chairman some distress) and it may be that due

to this they were a little unsettled at least for

the first half. We did have comments that their

music, although competent and tuneful, was

somewhat pedestrian and didn’t have the ‘lift’

that other bands’ music gave. All were however

agreed that Cheryl did an excellent job as MC

providing extremely clear instructions and

keeping the dancers happy. Around 60 tickets

were sold so our publicity drive may have been

successful.

We have been lucky to have live music for

the last evenings of our terms and hope this is a

trend we can continue.

Many thanks go to Maggie Kirkup for her

organisation of the dances and music events.

She deals with it all so professionally and with

no fuss but is constantly thinking of new bands

and day school teachers to engage and provide

variety.

Our final event of the year in the timeline

was the Summer Fling. Held at Ubley Village

Hall with recorded music we danced to a

selection of dances picked from suggestions

made by class members. Thanks to Pat Fish for

running the event and to those who recapped

dances. For refreshment we had a summer tea

and thanks go to Patsy for pitching in to lead

the co-ordination of the food table. We had 35

people attend which was more than expected.

The Residential Weekend at Dawlish was

again most enjoyable. We had Pat Houghton to

teach us with Ian Robertson and Rebecca Hare

providing the music, a real treat. Lovely to see

Barbara and Kevin again, although sadly this is

the last year that she, Brian and Clive (R) will

be organising the event. We do give them (and

their supportive other halves) huge thanks for

all they have done over the past years in

keeping this a real mainstay of the Bristol
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calendar but also opening it up to other dancers

and broadening our outlook.

This year the Friday evening was run by

Lesley and Alan, the Saturday ceilidh by John D

(remember the blue hair?) with massive help

from Maggie Kirkup and Marion and the

Saturday walk by Brian and Tricia, Kevin and

Barbara. Graham provided the music and

dances for the late night extra. Thanks to all of

them.

We are able to look forward to next year due

to Margaret C and Fiona very nobly agreeing to

take on organising the weekend. We will have

Nicola Scott teaching us again and Phill Jones

playing so put it in your diary, as it will be fun.

13-15th March 2020. Our two canine attendees,

Rudi and Lola are looking forward to it already.

This year Ros has continued to run the

technique class each month on a Monday as well

as her summer classes in Marksbury. All her

classes are very popular and the additional

opportunity for improvement in technique and

knowledge is very welcome to many dancers.

Under Ros’ guidance they performed a display

at St. Monica’s for a Burns supper event which

Andrew was involved in organising and which

was very well received.

RSCDS Bristol is playing its part on a slightly

bigger stage too. This year Fiona organised a

teachers’ away-day workshop with Mervyn

Short enabling teachers from the South-West to

discuss amongst themselves teaching methods

and techniques. In the Autumn Fiona is going to

run, with support from the committee, a

teachers’ course for Unit 2 &3, bringing new

teachers to the dancing community.

Both Alison and I are aware of how very

lucky we are in Bristol to have such an

abundance of teaching expertise. Some groups

struggle to actually have a qualified teacher and

we have five at present with, hopefully, more on

the way! We are very grateful to them all for

what they do and their commitment to the

group. Please do acknowledge them, everyone

needs encouragement and to know that what

they do is appreciated.

Our thanks go to all the committee who have

worked very hard on your behalf through the

year. At the AGM in November Margaret C stood

down as Chairman having completed her

successful term. Over her years as Chairman

she has given very committed and

knowledgeable service to the group and is

continuing her involvement by running the

weekend away. Alison has now taken over the

role of Chairman. Also retiring were Margaret

Pinder (catering) and Helen Watkins (ticket

sec). Catherine Whybrow became catering

member and Maggie Keeshan ticket secretary.

I would like to give especial thanks to

Margaret Pinder who has resumed her role as

catering member pro tem in sad circumstances.

Which brings me to the sad events that we

have experienced this year.

In March we learned of the death of Bill Gass,

a wonderful piper and great friend to Bristol.

Some of us went to the funeral in Wales where

there was an eclectic mix of piping and Welsh

male voice choir singing, with Scotch pies and

haggis pies in the pub afterwards! I think

Andrea was pleased we could attend and it was

good to meet Bill’s adult children.

In April we suffered the sad loss of Catherine,

a huge personality and friend. I am pleased to

say that John is slowly finding his way back to

dancing and we hope to see him at class next

year. I was unable to be at the funeral but hear

that it was a very special occasion. My last

memory of Catherine was standing beside her at

Bill’s funeral where she attempted, despite

having no Welsh, to sing Myfanwy, following the

script in the order of service. Typical Catherine I

think.

Later in the year we were sad to hear of the

death of John Miles our doorkeeper at St.

Monica’s. Messages of condolence were sent to

his widow, Sonia.

Most recently, at the summer fling, Tina told

us of the death of Judy Jones. Judy used to

dance with us in Bristol and at Westbury where

she had many friends. She had survived cancer

for some years but it returned in an aggressive

way. Her funeral is in August and details have

been circulated.

We now look forward to the next dancing

year. Term starts 12th September which will be

a free ceilidh style evening so please bring

friends along. First event will be the New

Season Dance 12 October with Susan McFadyen

playing.

I hope you have enjoyed your summer

whatever you were doing and look forward to

seeing you in the Autumn for more dancing.

Caroline Dunn, Honorary Secretary

.
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Editorial
To round off the formal part of the Newsletter I

would like to draw attention to Caroline’s comment

that “RSCDS Bristol are playing our part on a

slightly bigger stage too.”

Clive Warren-Smith has been playing his part on

the largest stage of all within the Society, in that he

has been serving on the Management Board. His

three-year term will end in November at the AGM.

Please read his article, below, on the work of the

Board, for which many thanks, Clive.

The Society’s website, http://www.rscds.org/ had

a call for “volunteers to join one of our Committees

– closing date – 6th September 2019.” I had hoped

to get this out in the Newsletter in time for

someone to be inspired to volunteer, but

circumstances have conspired against me.

The vacancies were listed on the website and, as it

says, “Without our dedicated volunteers, the

running of the RSCDS would not be possible.

From the Management Board to our Branches

who organise classes and dances, we value you

all.” Please bear this in mind for the future.

Over the years Bristol Branch has a good record

of supporting the Management Board and the

functional Committees reporting to it. My earlier

comment about supporting the Branch is also

relevant to the Society. Many of us have a great

deal for which to thank the Society, quite apart

from our mantra of ‘Fun, friendship and fitness’,

and, if you have the time and appropriate skills,

please do consider helping maintain the Society

and take it forward for the future.

I have sent out a call for ‘Snippets’, being short

news items which did not fall under any particular

heading, or were news about members.

Sadly it does seem that we need the ‘Obituaries’

section. It should be acknowledged, for the record,

that we have, sadly, again had several deaths this

year in our dancing community. I give my apologies

for any which have been missed. Please keep me

informed.

No ‘Letters to the editor’ have materialised. You

may have news, or views, which you would like to

air in, or about, related to dancing, the Newsletter

and/or its contents. As long as they are not

anonymous, defamatory or anything else anti-

social, then please send them to the Editor, (who

may edit for length or content, which is why he/she

is here, after all). Please send photographs, etc, as

separate files, with their captions, which makes

easier editing.

While on the subject, we must give sincere

thanks to Peter Lunt for the photo of Alison, to Clive

Robinson (CR) for most of the remaining photos, to

all our contributors and to Margaret Chambers for

proof reading at short notice. Without this input it is

felt that the Newsletter would be much less

attractive or informative.

I hope the content is of interest.

If you are not on the internet then send items by

post c/o the Branch Secretary, otherwise email:

editor@rscdsbristol.info , with ‘Bristol Branch

Newsletter 20YY’ in the ‘subject’ field.

This address is also on the Branch website,

www.rscdsbristol.info , and will be receptive at

any time of the year, so ‘strike while the iron is

hot’ rather than trying to remember things only

when asked prior to the next edition being

prepared.

Talking of which I hope that someone will

come forward to edit the Newsletter for this

coming year. It is not a Committee post, but

even so it is seen as a valuable adjunct to the

Branch. The old adage of ‘Use it of lose it!’ also

applies to the Newsletter. Andrew Smith

RSCDS Management Board
Some people probably wonder what the

Management Board of the RSCDS actually does.

In simple terms, it manages the everyday

business of the Society, not only in respect of

the dancing, but the legal responsibilities of a

charity. The Board has overall responsibility for

the finances and governance of the Society, and

oversees the work of the Education committee,

the Membership Services committee, and the

Youth Services committee. There is also the

Headquarters to oversee, including human

resources.

The Board directs the strategy for the Society

for the foreseeable future.

Members of the Board are Trustees, and

themselves have legal responsibilities.

During the last three years, the work of the

Board has involved the appointment of a new

Executive Officer, and indeed further

replacement of that post when the new

incumbent left very shortly after taking up the

appointment.

http://www.rscds.org/
mailto:editor@rscdsbristol.info
http://www.rscdsbristol.info/
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Of considerable importance has been the

development of a new website, to replace the

very old and creaky one! This should

make the interface with members

and the public much more

straightforward and enjoyable for the

foreseeable future. It is certainly a

much more attractive and much

easier website to use.

The new Data Protection

regulations (GDPR) have required a

great deal of work, to ensure that

the Society complies in all respects

with the regulations. This has

included the challenge of how this

relates to Branches throughout the

world.

Work is also underway to introduce an

alternative to the traditional teaching

certificates, aimed at the experienced dancer

who wishes to teach, but may themselves no

longer be quite as agile as in former times, but

wishes to have some recognition for teaching

social classes.

Planning is in progress for the centenary of

the society in 2023

Each member of the Board has a number of

branches “under their wing”, to whom the board

member acts as a link in helping to solve

queries and problems. I have dealt with a

variety of different issues during my time on the

Board.

I have also been a member of the panel that

distributes funding to appropriate causes, from

the Jean Milligan Memorial Fund.

Overall, being a member of the Board is

sometimes challenging, sometimes time

consuming (five or more meetings a year), but

also very rewarding in being part of the team. I

would encourage any enthusiastic person to

consider putting themselves forwards.

Clive Warren-Smith

New Season Dance - 13th October
2018

As is now usual, we started the evening at

7:00.pm to minimise the possible impact on

residents. Marian Anderson and Max Ketchin

provided the music and the dance was a

complete sell out with 80 dancers and a waiting

list. Alan Cottle was the MC and he provided

impeccable walkthroughs and recaps of an

excellent programme of dances. These included

Father Connelly’s Jig and Mrs Stuart Linnell

(with health warnings against getting involved if

one was not familiar with them) and great were

the exultations of the successful sets.

Figure 2: 2018 New Season Dance at St Monica Trust (AFS)

The second half started with another John

Drewry dance The Raven’s Dance and ended in

style with The Reel of the Royal Scots. Marion’s

accordion and Max’s drums were irresistible and

drove the dancers feet to the very end, with a

final spectacular solo by Max that included his

drumsticks shooting 10 feet in the air.

The band, MC and supporting cast were warmly

thanked by rounds of enthusiastic applause.

All in all a brilliant and exhilarating evening.

John Whybrow

Day School - 10th November
2018

Our teacher this year for both sessions was Janet

Johnson accompanied by Judith Muir on accordion.

The morning session attracted approximately thirty

people and was an extremely enjoyable session for

less experienced dancers, concentrating on footwork

and some basic Scottish country dancing

techniques.

The afternoon session started at 2 o’clock with

approximately fifty people. After the warm-up

exercises and an interesting round the room

strathspey called ‘Atholl Palace’, Janet’s expert

teaching, combined with a lovely sense of humour,

enabled every one to relax and enter into the spirit of

the session.

Janet aimed to perfect our performances in

changing directions in skip change, strathspey, and

striving for perfection in poussettes and pas de bas,

all which were included in various forms in the

following dances:

Airey Hall Jig

Not I Reel

Tiptoe Jim Jig
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The session finished at 4:30 after which

supper was served by Margaret Pinder. It

consisted of a lovely pumpkin soup and another

of broccoli & stilton, with rolls, various cheeses

and fruit.

The evening dance commenced at 6:30pm

with approximately 60 people attending to a

programme which consisted mostly of well known

dances some more complicated than others to

the wonderful music of Ian Muir and

Craigellachie, which lifted the spirits of everyone.

There was a short break for tea and cakes and

the evening finished at approximately 9:30pm.

So finished another very enjoyable and

successful day school which had attracted dancers

from surrounding dance clubs as far away as

Exeter and Cheltenham.

Maggie Keeshan

Annual Weekend - Dawlish, 8th –
10th March, 2019

I was sure that I had asked someone for a

review of the weekend, but in the general

excitement forgot to make a note and for the same

reason the person asked has forgotten. I am

grateful to Clive for the detail he gave in his

introduction to the weekend.

In summary, a good time was had by almost

everyone, except for those unfortunate enough to

be injured or indisposed. We had the usual classes

run with her usual charm by Pat Houghton, and

ably accompanied by Ian Robertson on accordion.

Neither requires an introduction to Bristol events,

but for the evening activities Ian was joined by

Rebecca Hare on fiddle. Rebecca has a most

impressive pedigree having attained the post of

co-leader in the Coventry Youth Orchestra.

Because of her family background she also got

into English folk fiddle for a number of years.

Then she met Ian at a ceilidh in London, and

switched over to our idiom, and has proved to

have adapted to it brilliantly.

The ceilidh evening went well with the usual

display of talent, and was enjoyed by both

members and visitors. I can’t comment on what

happened after around 10:30 pm, but reports

were that everyone continued to enjoy

themselves.

Clive and his cohort produced yet another

successful event, and when we thought we

could have a rest he introduced a couple of very

stimulating Scottish quizzes at the evening

meals.

Figure 3: Langstone Cliffs Ballroom

He and his team received very well-deserved

thanks and plaudits for their organisation of the

event over quite a number of years.

A very memorable swan-song, as he has now

passed the torch to Margaret Chambers and

Fiona Grant. Ed.

Snippet 1 Your editor celebrated his 80th

birthday in May and it was to be quietly

celebrated but the dancing community decided

otherwise. At the Cardiff Caledonian dance the

day before there was a splendid cake and

celebratory drinks, and it was repeated at the

Bristol class the following Thursday. He rates it

as probably his best birthday, and would like to

take this opportunity to thank everyone for

making it one to remember. It shows what

wonderful and supportive groups exist in the

Scottish Country Dance world.

Summer Dance - 18th May 2019.
Scott Band and his S. C. Dance Band.

61 tickets had been sold for this dance, which

was held at Oatley Hall, St Monica Trust.

The evening started with an air of tension for

the committee, as they waited for the band to

arrive. Travel problems had contributed to a

delay in arrival, with dancers arriving to an

empty stage! Our MC for the evening, Cheryl

Ayers had sped off home to fetch a music

system and music, just in case!

Nevertheless, the evening finally started

without significant delay, with Machine Without

Horses and a busy but not over-crowded dance

floor.

Cheryl gave walk-throughs of each dance

with great flair, as usual, as well as arriving

magically on the dance floor alongside sets that

appeared to need a little extra guidance.
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Figure 4: Clearly enjoying the music (CR)

The first half of the dance flowed smoothly

through a number of popular and largely

familiar dances. The Best Set in the Hall went

well, to the usual accompaniment of “It’s behind

you” and The Spring Fling Reel took us to the

interval with gusto, Scott Band having been the

original recording artist for this music.

The interval saw us greeted by Margaret

Pinder for American supper, having stepped

back into the breach as Catering Member,

following the sad, unexpected death recently of

Catherine Whybrow.

The second half of the dance was

decidedly more challenging,

especially for the MC. The new

dance, The Aviator, and the rather

older Cranberry Tart are both great

fun, but a nightmare to recap. A Trip

to Applecross is a distinct challenge

even for advanced dancers (we did

notice the floor thin slightly!), and it

was great to see so many sets

accomplish it, and indeed

accomplish it twice. A great tribute

to the previous weeks’ teachers, to

Cheryl, and to the dancers

themselves.

The dance finished with a flourish

with The Bees of Maggieknockater

and Mrs MacPherson of Inveran, and

it was great to see the floor still full at the end

of the evening.

Thanks to our Chairman, Alison Lunt (who

hopes to have less stress at the beginning of

our next dance) and to all those who helped

organise the evening. Particular thanks to those

who devised the programme, printed and sold

tickets, and set up and cleared the hall.

Marion and Clive Warren-Smith

Snippet 2. George Meikle

Once again we gratefully welcomed George

back to our end-of-term class back in the

summer. As usual he was going on to the South

Wales Branch Festival at the Brecon Mountain

Centre in the afternoon and at the Sennybridge

hall for their evening dance. It was good to see

him and great to have him playing for our

dancing. We are indeed very lucky.

Summer Fling – 7th July, 2019
On a beautiful summer day in early July

around three dozen enthusiastic dancers (and

one dog!) gathered at Ubley for our end of

year Fling. The dancers were drawn from other

local clubs as well as RSCDS Bristol and it was

good to meet up with old friends. Before we

began though, we were told about the very

recent death of one of our dancing friends, Judy

Jones, and we paused to remember her and her

love of Scottish dancing.

As usual the dances were chosen on the day

from suggestions by the group. We danced

some old favourites such as The Gentleman and

some which we haven’t done for a while like

Cadgers in the Canongate. We were taken

through our paces by Pat Fish, Ros Rawlings,

Tina Atwood and, for the first time by a possible

new teacher candidate, Margaret Chambers.

Figure 5: Ubley - Pat to the rescue? (Behind Brian) (CR)

The excellent calling meant that we could all

enjoy the dancing, even when some of us had

also enjoyed a glass of wine with our tea! Patsy

Patterson organised the food, which was a fine

spread, with a good variety from traditional

(cucumber sandwiches, scones & jam) to more

exotic (samosas) - and plenty of cake! Our

thanks to Pat Fish and all those who helped her

to put on the event – it’s a fun way to finish our

year. Margaret Pinder
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Dancing and Dogs

Over the last few years many of you will have

seen some of my Guide Dog pups and watched

as they grew and matured. Everyone, as

requested, has been very good about not

interacting with them unless given permission,

so many thanks for that. My puppy walking

career has been very short with only four pups

in total. A drop in the ocean compared to a

couple I know in Bath who has just started

puppy walking pup number 52!

The pups arrive aged about seven weeks old

so our first job is to get them settled into their

new home away from their Mum and siblings.

Not an easy time for such a little one so they

need lots of attention and cuddles. At the same

time we start the all important house training.

This involves going outside every half hour

come rain or shine with rapturous praise and

tasty treats if the results are right, or back

inside and two minutes later getting out the

kitchen roll and floor wipes again!

Pups are very adaptable and quick to learn so

they soon settle in and the ‘accidents’ gradually

get less. The first twelve weeks of a pup’s life

are very important as this is the time when they

are most open to new experiences and very

curious. After this they can become more

anxious about new things and more likely to be

spooked. As the pups are not yet fully

vaccinated they have to be carried wherever

one is likely to encounter other dogs but it is

important to make the most of this time and to

gradually introduce them to as many new

people, sights and sounds as possible. It is also

a time to start taking them on very short visits

to shops where they can get used to lots of

strangers and lots of new sounds and smells.

Later, when they are older they will become

very familiar with all sorts of different shops,

shopping malls, changing rooms, check out

queues and also public toilets.

As the pup grows it is the puppy walker’s job

to get the puppy used to, and comfortable with,

as many different situations as possible as one

doesn’t know where they may end up working.

The pups have to learn that a social situation for

the owner does not mean a time for them to say

hello and be petted by everyone. They must

learn to lie down quietly and wait patiently

regardless of what is going on around them be

it a meal in a restaurant or pub, coffee in a café,

a drinks party, a busy office environment or, of

course, a dance class!

The pups

stay about a

year with the

puppy walker

and then

move on to a

qualified

trainer to

learn specific

guiding

techniques.

Figure 6: Rudi at M Shed (AS)

By that time they should be able and willing

to ‘Sit’ and ‘Wait’, ‘Lie Down’ and ‘Stay’, ‘Come’

when called, never jump up or scavenge orsteal

food and do their business on command in a

designated area. They should be unfazed by

people, traffic, sirens, road works, building

sites, other animals, music, applause, loud

noises and any other unexpected sights and

sounds. This is a lot to ask from a 14 month old

pup and needless to say they are not all perfect

as they are, after all, still just dogs. Even when

fully trained they still can’t read the number of a

bus when it comes – a question that Guide Dog

owners frequently get asked by members of the

public!!! Angela Smith

Snippet 3: Jean Waller

Earlier in the year Jean had a nasty fall and

suffered damage to her right arm. She is getting

physiotherapy but still does not have full us of

her arm. I am told that she is determined to get

back to dancing but does recognise that it may

be a wee while yet. We send her our best

wishes and hopes for a speedy recovery.

Snippet 4: Footnote

Martin Firth’s right foot problems have struck

again: he stubbed his toe big-time back in July

and hobbled around for a week ("Stop being a

wimp!" said the love of his life) until the foot

began to swell ominously. Southmead a week

later showed a fracture in the big toe and a

damaged toe joint, so he had been hobbling

around strapped up for five weeks. Strapping off

today (28/8/2019) and not too bad, but joint

still very swollen. Dancing? Possibly - but not

too soon!) Martin was happy for it to be

mentioned but with the added proviso that, “I

tripped going UP my stairs AND that I was sober

- (that's most people's question by way of

response)”. We look forward to welcoming him

back in due course.
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Obituaries
It is with sadness that we record the following:

Bill Gass

Bill died on 13th March, 2019 aged 70 years,

and the Branch lost a very loyal supporter. He

was always on hand when we needed a piper to

lead in the haggis at every one of our Burns

Suppers, which ran from 2001 to 2011.

Figure 7: Bill – 2007 Burns Supper (AFS)

Most of us were unaware of the full range of

his talents, until one year when he was helping

with decorating the hall I noticed that he had an

‘Edinburgh Tattoo’ badge pinned on his

sweatshirt. I asked him who he had been

appearing with, and was a bit puzzled by his

reply, “No-one.” I am afraid that it took me

some little time to work out that he had been

the ‘Lone Piper’ who effectively ends the

performance, and has to be someone very well

up and respected in the world of piping.

This was amply reinforced by events and
tributes at his funeral at Llanelli Crematorium
on 25th March. It was very apparent not only

from the numbers attending his funeral, and the
celebration afterwards, but also from the very
high regard with which he was obviously
remembered not only as a piper in his own right
but also as a very well respected teacher and
mentor for aspiring pipers.

Recognising this, donations in lieu of flowers
were for the City of Swansea Pipe Band
(Developing Youth Piping).

I am grateful to John Whybrow for the
reminder that Bill had also been a member of
the City of Bristol Pipe Band, and that Julian
Smart represented the Band and took a leading
part in the funeral.

Our condolences are to all his friends, family
and the piping world. Ed.

Catherine Whybrow

14th December1940 – 24th April 2019

The news of Catherine’s tragic accident and
death came as an absolute shock to us all. She
was such a vital personality.

I am grateful to ‘The Midsomer Norton,
Radstock and District Journal’ for the permission
to quote extracts from their obituary, published
on Thursday, 16th May 2019. [If anyone would
like a full transcript I can send you a copy.]

It revealed, as did the expressions of

appreciation at her Quaker funeral in Radstock

on Friday, 3lst May, that Catherine had hidden

qualities that probably were not known by most

of us.

“Dedicated schoolteacher and polymath

Catherine Lucy Braithwaite was born in

Cambridge of academic parents, her father the

author of ‘Scientific Explanation’ and Professor

of Moral Philosophy, her mother a former pupil

of Wittgenstein1 and Director of a Language

Research Unit.

Catherine went to the Purce School,

Cheltenham Ladies College, and then to Girton

College, Cambridge, to read Mathematics, which

she taught all her life.”

“Her first job was at a largely Greek school in

Highbury, London. She then travelled to

research the teaching of mathematics at …

Stanford University in California, going on to …

Guatemala to teach, and where she also learnt

Spanish. She was a founder member of an

annual inter-national conference studying maths

teaching.”

1 Ludwig Wittgenstein 26 April 1889 – 29 April
1951) was an Austrian philosopher who worked
primarily in logic, the philosophy of mathematics, the
philosophy of mind, and the philosophy of language.
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Figure 8: Catherine with John at a Day School (CR)

Teaching in Portishead she met Ray Inchley,

They married but had no children. It will

possibly not come as a surprise but “Catherine

and Ray liked to tour Europe on a motorbike,

but sadly, Ray died in a motorbike accident in

1998.”

“Catherine taught at St Gregory's School, in

Bath. She was a Quaker and an Elder of the

Frome Meeting. She later met and married John

Whybrow a mechanical engineer from Priston.”

“Catherine was lively and full of energy”
which we knew; she had had forays into politics
but primarily was fully engaged in many original
and practical ways in the life of Radstock, where
she finally settled.

“Catherine was always working away in the

background, and never asked for praise. Her

interest was in the community of Radstock and

making it a better place to live. She was an

intelligent lady of character who will be missed.”

It is clear that she will in fact be sorely
missed by that community, and not only by
them.

Our heartfelt sympathies go out to John.
Ed.

John Miles

John, a resident at St Monica, had stood in

for George Cree when he was unwell and after

George died he voluntarily took on the office of

‘Doorkeeper‘ for our events there. It was

another complete shock that he collapsed and

died at the barber’s, 29/4/19.

He was a complete gentleman, always

immaculately turned out, and had apparently

served as a rear-gunner in RAF bombers during

the war. Early arrivals at class were often

treated to John indulging himself by playing on

the grand piano in the hall.

There was no service as he had donated his

body to medical research.

Aged 93, he is survived by his wife, Sonya,

who has talked of trying to get to watch the

dancing but hasn’t made it as yet.

We sent a card to Sonya with our

condolences, and courtesy of Ruth Davies

received a copy of her acknowledgement in the

St Monica ‘Courier’ “I would just like to say how

grateful I am for all the beautiful cards and

messages I have received from the residents

and staff of our home here at Cote Lane. I was

so touched by your kind memories of John’s

character and friendliness. I wish he could see

them all – he would be so surprised (and

grateful). Love and thanks to you all. Sonya

Miles”

We are all very grateful to Ruth’s mother who

has come in lieu of John to keep an eye out for

arrivals at class. Caroline Dunn

‘Judy’ [Judith] Jones

3rd February, 1961 – 7th July, 2019

We were all very saddened to hear of the

early death of Judy [as she was known to us]

Jones in early July this year. She was a gentle,

modest person, a lovely dancer and much loved.

Judy often spoke of her very happy

childhood, one of 10 children in a very talented

family of singers and musicians, who actually

won the award for the BBC’s “Most Musical

Family of Britain”. She came to Bristol nearly 20

years ago; she and her parents were keen

dancers in Surrey and they encouraged her to

join a group here. She danced with both RSCDS

and WSC but eventually, because of work

commitments, she was mainly only able to

attend WSC classes.

She really loved her dancing and made

enormous efforts to get to our Tuesdays and

Fridays; despite being unable to drive and
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Figure 9: Judy

having to work in the evenings she was

prepared to come straight from work even for

only half an evening’s dancing. She also

attended Summer School and as many Dances

and weekends as she could, Judy, always shy

and modest, had many talents; she was an

accomplished English country dancer, going to

Playford classes, dances and weekends, and

also a very gifted needlewoman, knitter and

cake maker.

She was first diagnosed with cancer 9 years ago

and throughout that time dealt with it with quiet

courage. She gave up work a couple of years

ago and moved to Somerset to live with her

mother and was able at times to join a class

there. 2 years ago she was dancing at the

Westbury Scottish Charity Dance in Shipham.

Our happiest memory will be of her ”surprise”

50th birthday Scottish Dance party in 2011.

The party was even more of a surprise for

her when she found that the introductory star

turn, a “famed” Demonstration team, were

made up of her brothers and other family

members, who had borrowed kilts and learnt

the moves that afternoon. Her family then

joined in the dancing, sang and played for us

and made it a wonderful occasion.

Cheryl Ayers

[Our thanks to the Westbury Scottish Club for

sharing the Obituary prepared for their Newsletter by

Cheryl, and to the family for the photograph of Judy, in

the Order of Service for her funeral on the 8th August.

Ed.]

Kate Carpenter

Also early in July Mavis Monahan of the Westbury

Scottish Club notified us of Kate’s death. Kate was one

half of the band, Skara Brae, which played for us at our

Langstone Cliff, Dawlish, weekend in 2015, and I

believe had played for WSC more recently. We send

our condolences to her husband, Jim.

The Committee
The Branch Constitution was changed at an EGM in October 2017; the change enables one Office Bearer
to retire each year, with each serving an expected term of 3 years. To provide flexibility the revised
terms adopted are as below:

 CHAIRMAN, elected for a THREE year period, following ONE year holding the post of CHAIRMAN-
ELECT;

 SECRETARY, elected each year, for a maximum of four consecutive years.
 TREASURER, elected each year, for a maximum of four consecutive years.
 FOUR COMMITTEE MEMBERS, each elected for a two year period.
 The Committee may co-opt if there is a need.
 Committee Members can be invited to serve a further year, again this is to provide flexibility if

their terms get out of sync through an early resignation.

Committee Members 2018-19 (* = retiring at 2019 AGM)

Officers:
Chairman Alison Lunt (elected 2018)
Secretary Caroline Dunn (elected 2017) Email: secretary@rscdsbristol.info
Treasurer David Wells (elected 2016)* Email: treasurer@rscdsbristol.info

Other Committee Members:
Catering Margaret Pinder (co-opted 2019)*
Membership Clive Warren-Smith (elected 2017)* Email: membership@rscdsbristol.info
Programme Secretary Maggie Kirkup (elected 2017)
Ticket Secretary Maggie Keeshan (elected 2018) Email: tickets@rscdsbristol.info

Committee Vacancies
If interested talk to Alison or Caroline though it is understood we have volunteers lined up. Ed

mailto:secretary@rscdsbristol.info
mailto:treasurer@rscdsbristol.info
mailto:membership@rscdsbristol.info
mailto:tickets@rscdsbristol.info
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Diary Dates –2019 – 2020

RSCDS Bristol Diary

2019
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

12 September Autumn Term starts.

12 October NEW SEASON DANCE with Susan MacFadyen at St. Monica Trust’s Oatley Hall.

3 November Free Introductory Ceilidh, MC Barbara Savill, 2 – 4 pm, St. Peter’s Henleaze.

9 November DAY SCHOOL -Dancers with Alice Stainer and Jeremy Hill at St. Monica Trust’s

Oatley Hall.

DAY SCHOOL Musicians with Chris Dewhurst at St. Peter’s Henleaze.

DAY SCHOOL EVENING DANCE with musicians’ school participants at St.

Peter’s, Henleaze.

12 December Autumn Term ends.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
2020

9 January Spring Term starts.

1 Feb NEWCOMERS DANCE with Phill Jones trio at St. Monica Trust’s Oatley Hall.
13-15 March Residential weekend away in Dawlish with Nicola Scott and Phill Jones.

2 April Spring Term ends.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Easter weekend is 10-12 April Easter Monday holiday is 13 April.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

23 April Summer Term starts.

16 May SUMMER DANCE with Chris and Julie Dewhurst, St. Monica Trust’s Oatley Hall.

25 June Summer Term ends.

Tbc July Summer Fling at Ubley Village Hall with recorded music.

Dancing in South Wales

Dancers in South Wales are really grateful for the support that you in Bristol give us for our Saturday

dances, our Annual Ball, and various other events. Many thanks.

Looking ahead to the coming year, I thought it might be helpful to give you details of some of our

planned dates. Sadly we don’t feel that we can do the regular Caledonian Society Saturday dances on a

monthly basis any longer, as numbers have dropped significantly over the past year or two. (Indeed,

sometimes only the attendance of Bristol dancers has rescued the event!). However the Cal Soc will still

run some social dances, and the Branch and other groups will put on other events over the course of

the year. One or two dates remain to be fixed, but here are some of the highlights:

2019

Sun 15 Sept: Afternoon workshop - Alex Gray teaching some of his dances (including a preview of

dances about to be published). Swansea, 2:30 – 6:00 pm.

Sat 28 Sept: New Season Welcome Dance, Swansea, 7:00 - 10:30 pm, CDs.

Sat 19 Oct: St Andrew’s Club Dance with Sandy Nixon Band, Swansea, 7:15 pm.

Weekend of 25-27 Oct: RSCDS South Wales Branch Residential Weekend, Castle Hotel, Llandovery.

Teacher: Janet Johnston, Musician for classes: Jim Proudfoot.

Sat 7 Dec: Cardiff Cal Soc Christmas Dance, Morganstown, 7:30 – 10:30 pm, CDs.

2020

Sat 25 April: South Wales Branch Annual Ball with Nicol McLaren’s Band, Paget Rooms, Penarth, 7:30

– 11:00 pm. (Note: I think that in 2020 there is an unfortunate clash with a Westbury

dance at which Ian Muir of Prestwick is playing.)

Fri 1 May: Cardiff Cal Soc May Day Dance, Whitchurch, 7:30 – 10:30 pm, CDs.

Sat 6 June: Cardiff Whitchurch Tuesday Class Summer Dance with Frank Thomson, Morganstown,

7:30 – 11:00 pm.

Sat 27 June: South Wales Festival of Dance with George Meikle. Open air (Brecon Mountain Centre)

in the afternoon, indoors (Sennybridge Hall) in the evening.

We’d love to see you at any or all of the above. Further details are available from me –

jacksonaj@talktalk.net or 07811 082510. Alison Jackson

mailto:jacksonaj@talktalk.net
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RSCDS Diary

2019

The ‘AUTUMN GATHERING with AGM’ weekend is 1-3 November.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

2020

WINTER SCHOOL: now announced as 16-21 Feb with bookings open 3 September, 2019.

SPRING FLING: 1-17 May St Petersburg and Toronto.

SUMMER SCHOOL: 19 July-16 August, in St Andrews, over four weeks. Booking opens: October

2019. (Folk generally book for one or two consecutive weeks.)

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Some other pictures from the year

Figure 10: and Figure 11: TAC Summer School in Calgary . ‘Thanks’ to Fiona Grant, and the unknown photographer.
[TAC = Teachers’ Association of Canada]

Figure 12: Scott Band and his Band (CR) Figure 13: Chris Oxtoby leading Strathallan (CR)


